
FIG : 9 Transcriptional modifications induced by hyperosmolar stress on 
the HCE-CMM+THP-1 system 

HCE-CMM : 3D RECONSTRUCTED HUMAN CORNEAL EPITHELIUM 
The EPISKIN Reconstituted Human Corneal epithelium of 0,5 cm2 is produced by Episkin-Lyon(F) 
Epithelial human Immortalized cells (HICEC) are deposed on a polycarbonate filter and cultured 
at the air-liquid interface for 5 days in a chemically defined medium in order to form a structured 
epithelium. The HCE model (standard inserts) has been validated by EURL ECVAM (EPISKIN HCE 
Eye Irritation Test) as alternative method to identify chemicals not requiring classification and 
labelling for eye irritation or serious eye damage (OECD TG 492, Revised July 2016).

The density and the diameter of the pores of the membrane of the HCE standard model allows 
medium diffusion for cell nutrition but are too small for cells circulation. 
On the contrary the migratrory insert (HCE-CMM) used 
in this project presents two level of porosity: a first like 
the standard HCE model and a second one with a lower 
density (between 250 and 1000 pores /inserts) and a 
wider diameter (>3μm) to allow cells circulation.
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INTRODUCTION 

Immunological mechanisms play a pivotal role in regulating the ocular surface environment. It 
was demonstrated that anti-inflammatory factors such as the expression of vascular endothelial 
growth factor receptor-3 (VEGFR-3) in corneal cells, immature corneal resident antigen-presenting 
cells and regulatory T cells play an active role in protecting the ocular surface1. In particular, 
inflammation plays a crucial role for the chronicity of Dry eye disease (DED), its symptoms and 
its clinical signs.  Dry eye symptoms range from mild, transient irritation to persistent dryness, 
burning, itchiness, redness, pain, ocular fatigue, and visual disturbance; furthermore  molecular 
modifications related to dry eye symptoms are modifications of the structural compartments of 
the ocular surface and microvilli ‘network’.2

Corneal epithelium is an avascular tissue but keratocytes, and hematopoietic cells respond to 
inflammation by changing phenotype and Antigen presenting cell APC cells could be trafficking 
from the eye. Furthermore it is well known that Infraclinical signs od DRY EYE are often associated 
to the use of preserved eye drops. Moreover, in the case of glaucoma treatment, compliance may 
be further compromised by the development of ocular surface disease caused, not by the active 
component of treatment, but by the preservative used to protect it from bacterial contamination6. 

In the fig. 1 are reported the major efferent immunoregulatory mechanisms on normal ocular 
surface and their disruption in dry eye disease. 

A “3D corneal surface immuno-competent system” is formed by a co-colture of HCE-CMM 
with migrated immunocompetent cells (THP-1): the infiltration and differentiation in antigen 
presenting cells (APC) into the corneal tissue has been followed at molecular and morphological 
level to quantify the biological response in presence of ocular surface damage or modified culture 
conditions.

The HCE-CMM tissues have been previously treated with BAC 0,01 % or DNCB 3 µg mL for 16 
hours (30 µL on the HCE surface) or cultivated in presence of hyperosmolarity (Sorbitol 0,6M for 
6h in the culture media following by 16h recovery in standard medium) For the infiltration step, 
the inserts are turned upside down and 200 
µL of medium (RPMI+10% FBS) with 1.5 
x 106 of undifferentiated THP-1 cells are 
deposited on the polycarbonate membrane 
for 4h. Control inserts are incubated with 
the medium alone.
After 4h of incubation, the inserts are 
returned and put in 1mL of fresh maintenance 
medium for 4h post-incubation step in the 
incubator (figure 5).

AIM OF THE STUDY

In order to better recapitulate the corneal response to inflammatory diseases like DED and 
preservatives toxicity mechanism taking into account a possible contribution of antigen presenting 
cells (APC) an in vitro immunocompetent model of 3D reconstructed human corneal epithelium 
(HCE-CMM) has been developed by a co-colture with THP-1 cells allowing the infiltration of APC 
into the corneal tissue as a consequence of different toxic and inflammatory stimuli.
This research project is still under development in order to demonstrate the following rationale: 
treatment with chemicals known as irritant for the eye or different stresses by activating the 
corneal epithelium inflammatory response could stimulate APC cells could be trafficking from the 
eye thus involving the immunological response. The first step of the project being to set up the 
experimental conditions of the co-colture and to have evidences at morphological and molecular 
level of THP-1 cells ( monocytes) migration and differentation in macrophages or dendritic into 
the corneal tissue underlining their differential positioning and immunological role. The final 
goal being to recreate in reproducible and reliable experimental conditions a “3D corneal surface 
immuno-competent system”.

THP 1 CELL LINE 
THP-1 cells, Acute Monocytic Leukemia, are supplied by Interlab Cell Line Collection (ICLC, code 
HTL97014). This cell line have the ability to differentiate into immunocompetent cells such as 
macrophages and dendritic cells (Fig.2).
In our experimental conditions the THP1 cells were allowed to 
penetrate the corneal tissue and to differentiate when activated by 
an inflammatory stimuli as the HCE treatment with benzalkonium 
chloride (BAC) and dinitrochlorobenzene (DNCB), respectively 
an eye irritant and a reference molecule well known as strong 
sensitizer for its ability to induce an immunomediated response.
Modified culturing conditions as hyperosmolarity were also 
investigated as potential stress able to activate an immunomediated 
response thus inducing the THP-1 migration and differentiation. 
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Fig.3 3D RECONSTRUCTED HUMAN CORNEAL EPITHELIUM 

Monocytes play important roles in the inflammatory response, which is essential for 
the innate response: immune cell migration is critically important for the delivery of 
protective immune responses to tissues. 

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Fig.4

Fig.1

The infiltration and migration process of THP-1 in the HCE-CMM model has been monitored after 
4h by Immunofluorescence technique trough expression and localisation of CD83 and CD14 (TAB 
I) and at transcriptional level–mRNA gene expression of TNF-α, MMP1, Cycline D1 and IL-8 by 
qRT-PCR.

• Immuno-fluorescence: performed on FFPE sections using anti-human rabbit polyclonal CD14 
 (HPA002127) and CD83 (HPA041454) from Sigma Aldrich. All the images have been captured  
 using Leica Instruments (DM2500 microscope or SP2 confocal microscope) and LASX software.
• Gene expression: total RNA has been extracted from duplicate HCE samples (RNAqueous kit,  
 Life-technologies) and retro transcribed in cDNA (RNAqueous kit, Life-technologies). RTqPCR  

CONCLUSION 

The “ 3D corneal surface immuno-competent system” is still under development and it seems to 
be a promising and innovative tool for research study focusing immunomodulatory therapies to 
effectively treat inflammatory based-ocular surface diseases. 

The preliminary results reported in this work have shown that thanks to a new technology ( migratory 
insert on HCE model) allowing a co-colture with THP-1 cells and a dynamic cell mouvement it has 
been possible for an epithelial tissue model (HCE) to recruit and include in the whole tissue APCs 
through an exogenous stimulation (exposure to eye irritant as BAC) and that the infiltrated THP-
1 cells seems to differentiate in dendritic cells (CD 83 positive). In parallel the infiltrating and 
indifferentiated THP-1 cells were able to induce the CD14 in corneal epithelial cell as reported 
in the literature3. The same co-colture established in hyperosmolar conditions (Sorbitol 0,6M 
in the culture media following by 16h recovery in standard medium) has generated an severe 
inflammatory pathway monitored at mRNA level. MARKERS UNDER DEVELOPMENT: CD68/CD11b 
(macrophages markers) and KI-67 as proliferation marker.
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TABLE 1
BIOMARKER STRUCTURE LOCALIZATION

CD 14
Co-receptor of cytoplasmatic membrane. It has an important role 
in innate immunity. It is a glycoprotein with multiple leucine-rich 
repeats. 

• THP-1-monocytes undifferentiated
• Corneal epithelial cells

CD 83
Receptor of cytoplasmatic membrane. It is a cell surface 
glycoprotein, 
it is a member of the Ig superfamily with an external IgV domain.

• Specific of mature dendritic cells4. CD83 can be expressed 
in a soluble form, and is able to down-regulate DC 
maturation and stimulation of T cells.

Figure 6. HCE-CMM +THP1 SYSTEM  |  CD14 IF expression levels in the different treatments performed at 4h. | Nuclei are stained with DAPI.

a) CD 14 cytoplasmic labeling in the basal layer and wing cells is visible as a consequence of THP1 cells 
(white arrow) infiltration which may in turn raise the corneal epithelial cells to express the CD14.
It is interesting to discover that presence of THP1 cells infiltrated and not infiltrated visible on the 
tissue filter (yellow arrows) induces a signal that upregulated the CD14 expression of in the corneal 
epithelium.

b) THP1 cells appear infiltrated in the tissue (white arrow) not differently from control tissue; the  
co-colture lead to increase CD14 expression on epithelial cells (yellow arrow).

c) The THP1 infiltration subsequent to BAC treatment has determined a strong stimuli to the corneal 
epithelium to express CD14 significantly different from the control tissue.
THP1 cells undifferentiated and not yet infiltrated into the tissue (white arrow) are visible on HCE filter.

Figure 7. HCE-CMM +THP1 SYSTEM  |  CD83 IF expression levels in the different treatments performed at 4h. |  Nuclei are stained with DAPI.

FIG. 7 BIS: CONFOCAL MICROSCOPY: CD 83 STAINED THP1 CELLS AFTER BAC 0,01 % EXPOSURE

a) CD 83 is not visible as expected because is expressed only in dendritic cells and without an external 
stimulation the THP1 remain in their stadium of monocyte and do not differentiate.

THP1 cell differentiated into mature dendritic cells under following BAC exposure. On the right it is very well visible the structure of the differentiated cell with its dendrites (arrows).

b) The treatment with DNCB incentive the THP1 cells present in the tissue to differentiate into dendritic 
cells (arrow).

c) A very clear image of a dendritic cell is visible in the superficial layer of corneal epithelium (arrow). 
The treatment with BAC allows the differentiation of a THP1 in a functional dendritic cell.(cfr Fig.7 bis)

FIG : 8 Transcriptional modifications induced by BAC on the 
HCE-CMM+THP-1 system 

HCE-CMM in absence of THP-1 cells and untreated is used as control RQ=1. 
The co-colture have determined an increased expression of inflammatory biomarker 
TNF-α and metallopeptidase MMP-1. The proliferation rate was not modified (CCDN1). 
The treatment with BAC has modified the inflammatory response directly activating 
the second messanger IL-8 

HCE-CMM in absence of THP-1 cells and untreated is used as control RQ=1. The 
hyperosmolar stress has up regulated the expression level of all the target genes :it is 
possible to conclude that in the HCE-CMM+THP-1 system the inflammatory response 
is strongly activated.
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 analysis by ΔΔCt methods to quantify expression level of target genes and GAPDH (as reference  
 gene) TaqMan Assay and TaqMan Master mix in ABI7500 system Life-technologies. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

CONTROL HCE+THP1 (confocal microscopy) PRE-TREATMENT DNCB 3µg/mL PRE-TREATMENT BAC 0,01% (Confocal microscopy) 

CONTROL HCE+THP1 PRE-TREATMENT DNCB 3µg/mL PRE-TREATMENT BAC 0,01%

BENZALKONIUM CHLORIDE 0,01% BENZALKONIUM CHLORIDE 0,01% max zoom

HCE=1 HCE=1


